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…over rough, rocky sections, up and down tough Enduro tracks, and 
sometimes it’ll even make you fly – providing you hook off that drop with 
style.

The Trailfox AMP SX is for riders that love to shred. Be it your local self-dug 
trails where you couldn’t convince the city to build a chairlift, or that awesome 

stage on your local enduro race, this bike has the skills to match yours.

How’s it different to your high-end capable Enduro bike? Its pure power 
makes going up as much fun as coming down. Win – win? Yes!

With the Trailfox AMP SX we’ve developed a bold Enduro bike that stays in con-
trol when things point downwards. Its suspension system, frame design and every 
detail have been specifically created to maximize your experience. To give it real 

Enduro pedigree and control in every situation, the bike features an appropriately 
slack head angle, generous travel, and proper tires.

This bike makes you a better rider; just pull off on the section where you needed to 
step back in the past. Sleeves up, the Trailfox AMP SX will keep you riding.

TRAILFOX AMP SX
Keeps you riding…

Mountain - Allmountain Series 

Twin Hollow-core 
Tube Design
Hides the battery pack in 
the downtube while sup-
porting a stiff front triangle

170mm-Travel Fork
The most advanced FOX e-mtb 
fork, the ideal choice for amplified 
Enduro riding

E-Specific Advanced
Pivot System (APS)
An efficient, durable suspen-
sion system with an e-MTB 
tune that blends your power 
with that of the bike

E-Specific Linkage System
Strong and oversized, for durability
and a precise riding feel

Powerful Brakes
Four-piston brakes and 
200mm rotors to attack the 
most technical terrain with 
confidence

2.5” Downhill Tires
2-ply downhill tires for improved durability,
precise line choice and cornering support
the most-aggressive riding styles

E-Specific Geo Concept
A modern geometry tuned for the
needs of amplified Enduro riding Renthal Cockpit

35mm Renthal Fatbar cockpit for precise 
handling and complete control 

Drive Unit Nest
Protects the drive unit 
from dirt and impact

Shimano E-8000
A powerful drive unit made with mountain 
biking in mind. The Shimano E-8000 pro-
vides strong, yet sensitive support

A tailor-made  
Enduro weapon
Trailfox AMP SX is the perfect 
blend of an Enduro and mod-
ern e-mtb. A progressive ge-
ometry and suspension kine-
matics developed for the 
unique demands of aggres-
sive e-mtb riding allow for full 
speed and a maximum of 
control.

Best material choice
The Impec Lab’s new Twin Hol-
low-core technology results in 
a world-class, carbon moun-
tain bike frame that integrates 
the battery and drive unit in one 
sleek package.

Go bigger!
The 170mm-travel travel fork, 
powerful, four-piston brakes, 
burly downhill-ready tires, and 
Renthal handlebar and stem 
combo meet the demands of 
the gravity-fueled rider. 

More time on the trail
The Shimano E8000 drive unit 
delivers smooth and powerful 
pedal assist allowing mountain 
bikers to cover more terrain 
than ever before.

Twin Hollow-core Tube Design

E-Specific Linkage
Oversized Lower Link

The increased loads generated 
by the fact that its an e-mtb 
have been adressed by up-
sized bearings and links.

One-Piece Rear Triangle

A one-piece rear triangle  
provides benchmark-wor-
thy torsional stifness.

For the main frame we opted for a full-carbon 
chassis. Carbon gives us huge freedom when 
it comes to shapes and angles. Through the 
use of carbon, we can also add extra 
stiffness to specific tube shapes – 
such as our new Twin Hollow-core 
tube design; a downtube that 
takes an integrated battery 
but is still super stiff.

Integration matters

Protectors 

Chainstay and yoke protectors 
provide added frame protection 
and keep noise to a minimum 
when riding rough trails.

Battery Cover

A custom battery cover for great 
looks and system durability.

Drive Unit Nest

A custom drive unit cover pro-
tects the drive and smoothens 
the frame surface feel.

Integrated Speed Sensor

Integrated wheel sensors for 
easy wheel changes.

E-Specific Geometry features

1, 2   A slack head angle is com-
bined to a long front center 
to provide stability and maxi-
mum control. 

3      The bottom bracket is slightly 
higher to avoid pedal strikes 
when pedaling technical up-
hill sections.

4   Short chainstays combined 
with a powerful drive unit 
delivers agile handling and 
snappy acceleration.

1 Head Angle 2 Front Center 3 Bottom Bracket Height 4 Chainstay length

Carbon (F), Al-13 Triple-butted aluminum (R), integrated battery pack

Shimano STEPS MTB E-8000, 250W, 70Nm output

Fox Float 36, Factory, FIT4, E-MTB, (170mm), 15x110mm Thru Axle

Fox Float DPX2, Factory Evol (150mm)

Shimano XT / SLX

Magura MT7 (200/200)

DT Swiss H1900 35

bmc-switzerland.com/trailfoxampsx
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